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‘Access Matters’ Spring-Summer 2019 

This  newsletter focus is on ACCESSIBILITY: Attitudinal, Employment,            
Environment, Architectural, Transportation, Financial, Communication,  Ac-
cess, Culture and Diversity and Ethics, all in relation to our staff and the      
clients we work with. 

 Culture Safety in our Work—see next page 

Updates:  

A. Courtenay Recreation Association: Special Needs Recreation will not 
change. The same people will provide the same programs and events at the 
Lewis  Centre.  

However re-branding is taking place, and the first step is a new name, 
Adapted Programs for Adults with Disabilities. The name was chosen as it   
reflects accurately what the program does through making recreation         
accessible for everyone.  

What they do:  

 A resource for information on recreation for individuals with disabilities. 

 Provide special programs for individuals with developmental disabilities. 

 Support networking and advocacy around accessibility issues. 

B. ‘Rainbow; crosswalk  

Rainbows are a symbol of the LGBTQ community, and rainbow cross-
walks have become a way for towns and cities to show support and             
acceptance. In 2017 Courtenay council approved a Pride diversity (rainbow) 
crosswalk at the intersection of Fifth Street and Duncan Avenue in the    
downtown core.  Go and check it out.  

Summer Time  

1) Camping for Free: The purpose of this program is to provide support for 
persons with disabilities. For how to access this service go to: BC Parks web-
site at: http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/bcparks/fees/disability.html  
 
2) Many places we like to visit in the summer—beaches and parks are not 
wheelchair friendly or accessible to those with physical limitations. Please 
check out this Comox Valley guide to check out the different locations and 
which ones are accessible:  http://www.comoxvalleyguide.com/recreation/
beaches/  

http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/bcparks/fees/disability.html
http://www.comoxvalleyguide.com/recreation/beaches/
http://www.comoxvalleyguide.com/recreation/beaches/


 

 

Cultural Safety in our work  

Talk of safety conjures its opposites: danger, risk, injury. And this is precisely what the term cultural safety 
signals: the possibility that some people who seek help from service agencies feel safe and accepted as who 
they are in terms of their cultural identity and behaviours, while others feel that their cultural identity or 
behaviours have been disregarded, challenged or harmed as a result of their encounters with services. 

Unlike the linked concepts of cultural sensitivity or cultural competence, which may contribute to a service 
recipient's experiences, cultural safety is an outcome.  

Regardless of how culturally sensitive, attuned or  informed we think we have been as a service provider, 
the concept of cultural safety asks:  

How safe did the service recipient experience a service encounter in terms of being respected and assisted in 
having their cultural location, values, and preferences taken into account in the service encounter?  

The sense of risk in cross-cultural encounters, especially when one is part of a culture that has long been the 
object of social injustice (e.g., discrimination, racism, workplace exclusion, etc.) can be mitigated by   being 
accompanied – for example, by an advocate, navigator, or case worker.  

This support can provide cultural orientation and mediation both for the service recipient and for the       
service practitioner.  

1. Protocols: Find out about cultural forms of engagement and respect these. 

2. Personal knowledge : Become mindful of one's own cultural identity, socio-historical location in relation 

to service recipients, pre-commitments to certain beliefs and ways of conceptualizing things like health and 

wellness. Be prepared to share information about oneself if this will help to create equity and trust. 

3. Partnerships:  Promote collaborative practice in which those seeking help are also welcomed into a joint 

problem solving approach as carriers of important information and know-how. 

4. Process: Engage in mutual learning, frequent checking in to ensure that proposed action plans 'fit' with 

service recipient's values, preferences, and lifestyles. 

5. Positive purpose: Ensure that there is a good probability that positive steps to achieve a service             

recipient's goals (or resolve problems) can be taken and that these are likely to be beneficial. 

                                              Make Cultural Safety matter in our day to day lives. 
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